The extra-legal incarceration and torture of the Canadian citizen and former child-soldier, Omar Khadr, stands as an indictment of the nation’s myth of itself as a haven of peace, order and good government. As Senator Romeo Dallaire memorably said in the Senate Chamber in 2012, the treatment of Omar Khadr “taints this government, as well as this country and all of its citizens.” What is the responsibility of the Canadian university—the Canadian public university—in the case of Omar Khadr and, more broadly, in the perilous labour of affirming peaceableness, reconciliation and humane understanding? How might university senior administrators be encouraged to join students in improvising a public sphere whose objective is the robust critique of militarism and analogously toxic forms of belonging? David L. Clark shares his experiences in the struggle to answer these questions, which now seem more pressing than ever. After Susan Searls Giroux, he asks: “Can the university stand for peace?”
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